
Title: Test Automation Engineer

Aim: Learners will obtain a comprehensive and practical understanding of test automation. They will gain the mindset and skills that
empower them to make informed decisions on automation strategy through implementing automation.

Target Learner: Individuals who are looking to start building or expanding existing skills in automation.

Pre-requisites: Experience in Software Testing in a professional environment. Have worked in a software development team. Basic
knowledge of coding would be advantageous. Able to describe what testing and automation are within the context of software
development.

Core Competencies: Coding, Modelling, Communication, Personal Professional Development, Sharing knowledge, Knowledge of
what automation is, Oracles, Heuristics, and Regular self-reflection. Note: core competencies are a set of proficiencies a learner will
develop throughout the curriculum.

Foundation Level

Module (Task) Aim of the module Steps (Task steps/core competencies
to cover)

Learning Outcomes

By the end of the curriculum, the learner
will be able to:

Evaluate tool
options

This module covers
competencies around
the identification,
analysis and decision
making process of
choosing what
automated tools to
work with in a given
context.

Identify tool requirements ● List requirements to consider when
building or selecting a tool for
automation

● Plan out the requirements for a
required tool



Research which tools can and cannot
be used

● List different sources of information
for tool research

● Carry out research to discover tool
options

● Prioritise tool options to decide
which tooling to use

Create an example of tool delivering
value

● Recognise the value of creating a
prototype with a real example

● Carry out a timeboxed session to
evaluate the suitability of a tool

Evaluate the value of the tool created or
selected

● List different criteria to determine a
tool’s suitability

● Reflect on a timeboxed prototype to
determine a tool's suitability

Sharing knowledge of tooling with
others

● Share experience of evaluating a
tool’s suitability with others

Create a
minimum viable
automated
feedback loop

This module covers
competencies that
enable an individual to
create initial
automated checks in a
framework that
demonstrates the
value of automation
approach and
highlights future tasks
to carry out.

Setup framework with required libraries
and configurations

● Outline the basic features of an
automation framework

● Choose what libraries to use as part
of an MVP automation framework

● Implement necessary libraries and
configuration to create an MVP
automation framework

Create a space to version control the
framework in

● Describe how version control works
● Use version control tools to create a

space to store an MVP automation
framework



Create an initial check to demonstrate
necessary abstractions

● Relate to how establishing an initial
check helps us create an MVP
automation framework

● Outline the steps required to build
an initial automation check

● Create an initial automation check
for an MVP automation framework

● Request feedback on framework
through code reviews and
discussions

Integrate framework into a build pipeline ● Outline how automated checks can
be part of a build pipeline

● Detect where in a build pipeline an
MVP automation framework can be
added

● Integrate an MVP automation
framework into a build pipeline

Setup feedback from a build pipeline ● Relate to why reporting from
automated checks is an essential
part of the feedback loop

● List information that could be
valuable to report from automation
frameworks

● Share reports from an MVP
automation framework with the
team / stakeholders

Create documentation for relevant
details on a framework

● List necessary information to add to
framework documentation

● Create relevant documentation for
framework



Sharing knowledge of framework with
others

● Share a conclusion on creating and
using an MVP automation
framework

Investigate
Failed
Automated
Checks

This module covers
competencies around
reacting to when
automated checks fails
and identifying and
executing actions to
resolve issues that
arise from failing
automated checks.

Gather and analyse failure information ● List ways in which a build might
have failed

● Review errors in a build to uncover
the problem

Determine the cause of the failed check ● Outline different reasons why an
automated check might have failed

● Detect why an automated check
has failed

Determine what to do with a failed
check

● Outline steps to take to solve
different failures from automated
checks

● Determine steps to take to resolve
a failing automated check

● Implement a solution to resolve a
failing automated check

Explore issue highlighted by failed
check

● Determine what area of the system
requires exploring based on failure
feedback

● Run an exploration of a system to
learn more about the area of a
system that a failed check has
highlighted



Communicate details of failure to the
team

● Gather the necessary details to
share with a team on a automated
check’s failure

● Share with the team why an
automated check failed and what to
do

Developing or
adopting Testing
Tools

This module covers
competencies around
analysing where
automated checks will
be executed,
identifying
requirements to allow
execution to occur and
setting up automation
execution runs.

Research potential tools for future use ● List different sources of information
to learn about new tools

● Choose tools to learn about
● Execute short sessions to learn

about new tools

Implement a basic working solution to
use during testing activities

● Identify problems in which tools can
help with

● Evaluate whether to use a tool or
build one

● Implement a tool to create a basic
working solution to a problem

Evaluate success/issues with new
tooling and plan next steps

● Consider whether the tool has
helped to solve a basic problem

● Formulate a plan to continue
solving a testing problem with tools

Educate others about how to use tooling ● List ways to communicate details
about a new tool to others

● Share with others how to use new
tooling



Maintaining
Testing Tools

This module covers
competencies around
supporting and
enhancing tooling that
is used to support
testing activities
beyond automated
checking.

Evaluate if tooling is still providing value ● List ways to measure if a tool is still
delivering value

● Question if a tool still delivers value
● Conclude whether to continue using

a tool under evaluation

Expand tool features based on testing
requirements

● Determine what new features or
steps are required for an existing
tool

● Modify tooling to expand its
features

Keep tooling up to date ● Relate to why keeping tools up to
date is important

● Review if a tool requires updating

Maintain documentation for tooling ● Assess whether documentation for
a tool is out of date

● Update documentation for tooling

Intermediate Level

Module (Task) Aim of the module Steps (Task steps/core competencies
to cover)

Learning Outcomes

By the end of the curriculum, the learner
will be able to:

Creating
Automated
Checks

This module covers
competencies to
identify what
automated checks to
create, what system
layers to implement
them against and build
said automated
checks.

Decide what automated checks to
create

● Break down system behaviour to
understand how features are
implemented

● Point out risks that might impact
different parts of an implementation

● Prioritise risks to create automated
checks for



Determine what layer the automated
check should be on

● Determine if testability allows tests
to be automated on an identified
system layer

● Decide what layer to create
automated checks on

List what state, actions and assertions
the check will carry out

● Outline the anatomy of an
automated check

● Describe different types of state to
set up for an automated check

● Describe how automated checks
can interact with a system under
test

● Describe ways in which assertions
can be codified in an automated
check

● Decide what state, actions and
assertions need to be created for
an automated check

Codify the creation of state ● Evaluate what tools need to be
used to create state for an
automated check

● Develop implementation for
creating state

Codify the actions the automated check
will take

● Evaluate what tools need to be
used to interact with a system
under test

● Develop implementation for
interacting with a system under test

Codify the oracle in the automated
check (assertion)

● Evaluate what tools need to be
used to assert a system under test

● Develop implementation for
asserting a system under test



Run the automated check against the
product to debug issues

● Run automated checks to confirm
they are running correctly

Have automated checks reviewed by
others

● Outline ways in which code reviews
can improve automated checks

● Carry out code reviews on created
automated checks

Maintaining
Automated
Checks

This module covers
competencies around
understanding why
maintenance of
automated checks is
required and how to
carrying out
maintenance to
improve checks and
reduce flakiness.

Listen and react to situations that
indicate maintenance is required

● List reasons why maintenance
might be required for automation

● Determine what maintenance steps
are required for automated checks

● Implement changes to improve
automated checks

Evaluate checks to make sure they are
still adding value and delete/update
ones that don’t

● Describe why deleting automated
checks is sometimes required

● Articulate different characteristics
that can be used to judge
automated checks

● Critique existing automated checks
● Modify or delete automated checks

that no longer deliver value

Maintain checks that appear to be flakey ● List reasons that cause automated
checks to be flakey

● Determine reasons why an
automated check is flakey

● Resolve issues that contribute
towards an automated checks
flakiness



Reporting
Automation
Results

This module covers
competencies around
analysing what
automation results are
valuable to
stakeholders and
implementing tooling to
collate and share
results with said
stakeholders.

Collect and store useful information as
the automation is running (Screenshots,
HAR files 2, log files etc.)

● List different sources of information
that can be useful to report
automation results

● Determine what technical
information stakeholders want from
an automation report

● Choose which tools to use to collect
and store information

● Use tools to collect and store useful
information

Collate results from automation and
send results to stakeholders via tooling
(Email, dashboard, Slack, test case
tools)

● Choose which tool to use to present
or alert stakeholders of results

● Implement tooling to send results to
a team

Review automation reports regularly ● Review automation reports to
determine future actions

Maintaining a
Framework

This module covers
competencies around
understanding what
maintenance a
framework might
require as well
identifying and
executing maintenance
steps.

Listen and react to situations that
indicate maintenance is required

● List different ways that a framework
might need maintaining

● Assess whether a system requires
maintenance

Maintaining dependencies and keeping
tooling up to date

● Outline why updating dependencies
and tools is important

● Describe issues that might occur
during dependency update

● Identify dependencies to update
● Update dependencies and resolve

issues in updates for a framework



Maintaining good coding practices ● Identify what are good coding
practices for frameworks

● Explain to with team/stakeholders
which coding practices to adopt

● Use coding practices to maintain
and improve a framework

Maintaining documentation for
framework

● Assess whether documentation for
a framework is out of date

● Update documentation for a
framework

Manage
execution of
automated
checks

This module covers
competencies around
analysing where
automated checks will
be executed,
identifying
requirements to allow
execution to occur and
setting up automation
execution runs.

Setup an environment for executing
automated checks

● Describe the pros and cons of
different environments to run
automated checks in

● Select an environment to run
automated checks in

● Build an environment to run
automated checks in

Modify an environment for automated
check execution

● List ways in which an environment
might need to be configured for
automation

● Break down tasks to prepare an
environment for automation

● Modify an environment for
automated checks

Identify what automated checks to run
and when

● Describe the value of running
automated checks in specific
categories

● Organise automated checks into
categories and run them in a set
order



Arrange triggers for running automated
checks

● List different ways in which
automated check runs can be
triggered

● Judge which type of trigger to
implement for automated check
runs

● Implement triggers for automated
check runs

Advanced Level

Module (Task) Aim of the module Steps (Task steps/core competencies
to cover)

Learning Outcomes

By the end of the curriculum, the learner
will be able to:

Creating the
automation
strategy

This module covers
competencies around
analysing a project's
context, modelling
systems and using
what is learnt to
propose a strategy that
will ultimately be
adopted by
stakeholders.

Model a given context ● Relate to why context matters when
making choices in automation

● Gather information about a context
● Create a model of a context

Measure the testability of a given
context

● Describe what testability is
● List sources of testability
● Use existing models to guide

testability analysis
● Analyse a context to determine its

testability

Identify and set automation goals ● Describe what an automation goal
looks like

● Align automation goals with testing
strategy goals

● Consider how automation might
help in a given context

● Formulate a list of automation goals



Document the strategy ● Identify a strategy's audience and
their needs to aid communication

● Consider different approaches to
documenting a strategy

● Document an automation strategy

Seek buy-in and sign off on strategy ● Relate to why communicating a
strategy is important to it’s adoption

● Relate to why you want feedback
on your strategy

● Experiment with influencing
techniques to improve the adoption
of an automation strategy

● Request feedback on an
automation strategy

● Reflect on feedback for an
automation strategy

● Update an automation strategy
based on feedback

Maintain the strategy ● Recognise strategies go out of date
● List reasons why a strategy

changes
● Survey a given context to identify

new changes
● Recommend changes to an

automation strategy
● Update an automation strategy on a

regular basis



Planning to
automate

This module covers
competencies around
identifying, arranging
and executing plans
that will help a team
achieve a strategies
goals.

Determine what plan to create ● Use different techniques to discover
explicit automation opportunities

● Consider what options are available
to achieve a strategy’s goals

● Choose an option to help achieve
strategy goals

Document an automation plan ● Relate an automation plan to an
automation strategy

● List the different attributes of an
automation plan

● Construct an automation plan

Get feedback on an automation plan
from team

● Relate to how feedback from a
team can help improve an
automation plan

● Collect feedback on an automation
plan from team members

Slice up tasks to carry out ● Break down the tasks to execute an
automation plan

● Create tasks for each step of an
automation plan

Evaluate progress and success of an
automation plan

● Conclude whether the automation
plan has been successfully
delivered

● Consider changes required to
update an automation plan
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